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Picture a vision board on steroids'. This is a comprehensive evaluation of the 13 fundamental
areas in one's life followed by a detailed goal & vision setting in each area. It offers healing,
clarity and direction. You will walk away with plan detailing precisely where your life is going &
how you are going to get there which serves as your north star.BenefitsClarity, Evaluation & Goal
setting in these 13 areas of your life.HealthIntellectual lifeEmotional lifeSpiritual lifeCultural
lifeSocial lifeLifestyleRomantic lifeParentingCareerFinancial lifeLife visionWhat you getIn-depth
detailed evaluation: For you to dig deep into the 13 aforementioned areas in your life set goals
for each one.Vision boards



Holovision Workbook7 Week Guide to Self-Engineering From The Inside Out“Be the author of
your dream life and watch it magically come to life!”By HoloSoulCopyright © 2022 HoloSoulAll
rights reserved. No portion of this book may bereproduced in any form without permission from
thepublisher, except as permitted by U.S. copyright law.TABLE OF CONTENTS-Week 01-Day 1:
Part IDay 2: BodyDay 3: Intellectual lifeDay 4: Emotional lifeDay 5: CharacterDay 6: Spiritual
lifeDay 7: Quality of life-Week 02-Day 8: RomanceDay 9: ParentingDay 10: Social lifeDay 11:
Financial lifeDay 12: CareerDay 13: CultureDay 14: Life visionPART II-Week 03-Day 15:
ActioningDay 16: Steps & MilestonesDay 17: Body Steps & MilestonesDay 18: Intellectual life
Steps & MilestonesDay 19: Emotional life Steps & MilestonesDay 20: Character Steps &
MilestonesDay 21: Spiritual life Steps & Milestones-Week 04-Day 22: Quality of life Steps &
MilestonesDay 23: Romance Steps & MilestonesDay 24: Parenting Steps & MilestonesDay 25:
Social life Steps & MilestonesDay 26: Financial life Steps & MilestonesDay 27: Career Steps &
MilestonesDay 28: Culture Steps & Milestone-Week 05-Day 29: Life vision Steps &
MilestonesDay 30: Daily routineDay 31: Getting unstuck + MindsetDay 32: MotivationDay 33:
MethodDay 34: OptimizationDay 35: Optimization-Week 06-Day 36: Body vision boardDay 37:
Intellectual life vision boardDay 38: Emotional life vision boardDay 39: Character vision
boardDay 40: Spiritual life vision boardDay 41: Quality of life vision boardDay 42: Romance
vision board-Week 07-Day 43: Parenting vision boardDay 44: Social life vision boardDay 45:
Financial life vision boardDay 46: Career vision boardDay 47 Culture vision boardDay 48: Life
vision boardDay 49: My Vision boardFor my readers.Thank you for your time and trust.This one’s
for you.PART IDay 1Why this workbook?What if I told you that you have been selling yourself
short? That despite what the world would have believe, you could have it all. The full, rich, and
fulfilling life you have always wanted. Guess what? You can. It is time for you to write and create
this beautiful & magical life. Choose every aspect of it like you choose your clothes every day.
The world needs and awaits your magic. Plus, you deserve it.HoloVision is a workbook designed
to help you take a comprehensive holistic and in depth look at your whole life across the13
different areas that make up your life in order to create, craft and alchemize a fulfilling and
holistic life. These are your body, intellectual life, emotional life, character, spiritual life, quality of
your life, romance, parenting, social life, financial life, career, culture & life vision. This was
inspired by Missy & Jon Butcher’s Lifebook.At the end of this workbook, you will be able to see,
taste and feel every detail of the life you want FUBU (for yoU by yoU) style with clarity. It is
designed to help you envision, plan, and achieve the life of your dreams. After you complete the
breakdown of all the 13 aspects of your life, you will then be guided in a simple process of
setting goals and how to achieve them. You condense your desired results in each aspect of
your life into actionable steps that you can then begin incorporating into your day to day. In
addition to that you will learn how to get unstuck and optimize your life to reach your goalsHow
to get the most out of this workbook?This is a simple and straightforward workbook that follows a



simple logical and easy to follow order. It has been broken down into 49 days so will always
know where you are. There are spaces left for you to answer questions posed in the exercises
and activities throughout this workbook as well as Notes sections after each chapter for you to
note down what you have learnt and contemplate the chapter. If you got a digital version of this
workbook, kindly get a separate notebook to answer, contemplate and doodle on. You may also
type the responses in your phone, tab or computer.This workbook is packed so do not try to get,
understand and complete all the information at a go. As you gain more insight, grow, your
perception changes and resistances begin to fade away; you will more likely begin to understand
better, see things you didn't before and in some cases the next time you go through it, you may
feel like completely different. Do not fret much about this because as you change, heal & grow,
so will your understanding and perception. If by any chance you get nothing from this workbook
at all, don't worry because the power of the planted seed is unimaginable. Finally, you will always
have this to serve as your north star. You can always learn from it and regain perspective and
direction with time. So please keep it with you always.Part I gets into and explains the basics of
visioning and how this workbook works. This information is crucial the next part as behaves like
foundation for which you will be building the very vision of your life. Part II is where you now
begin to look into every single category of your life in great detail and depth to fully understand
the beliefs you have and what your dream life looks like I that area. This is the longest part of this
workbook.Finally, part III is where you now start breaking down all the dreams you have in the
different areas of your life in to a plan you can implement daily for long lasting results. Each
chapter has some questions and exercises. Please ensure that you do them all.Tips1. Take your
time: This is not a one day activity. It may take youover a month depending on how much time
you have availableand your pace.2. Contemplate deeply: Take your time and really reflect on
yourlife events, issues & even thoughts; and think deeply. Remember you are here because
some things are not working as they should in your life and you want them to get
better.3.Confidential: This is a very intimate and vulnerable look at allthe good and the bad in
your life. It is for your eyes only soyou do not have to hide from yourself or feel like you need
toanswer how you are expected to answer.4.You can change your mind: This is for you by you so
you havethe right and the freedom to alter, edit, revise and redowhatever you wish to as you
grow and change.5.Dream big: This is you being honest with yourself about whatyou want so
you might as well go full throttle and be crazywith your dreams. Remember limits only exist in our
minds.6.Be consistent: Please ensure that you schedule and set adequate time (30 minutes -1
hour) to work on your life’s vision DAILY and limit distractions for this time period i.e., phones on
silent, turn off notifications and tell the people you live with not to disturb you. This is not a novel
that you are going to swiftly peruse through in one sitting. It is interactive and instructional, so
you will need to take breaks from reading to practice, contemplate, review and complete
exercises. It is more like a textbook.7.CommitCommit to you, your wellbeing, success and
fulfillment over everything else come hell or high waters. Please ensure that you practice the
below commitment exercise daily before you start the daily exercise in this



workbook.Commitment practiceThis may seem a bit weird but please just try it. Research has
shown that making a commitment improves and increases the results of any endeavor by over
60%. Do worry about how it works or try to force the results. Making a verbal and mental promise
to yourself opens your mind up to the information you will receive and improves your willingness
to be open and accept the teachings. In addition to that, making a commitment also shifts your
awareness to the present moment while getting you in touch with your higher self, soul and gut
instinct. These can truly propel your journey to having a rich, fulfilling and abundant
life.Remember:It is crucial not to worry about how it will work but rather trusting & being open to
allowing it to work.1. Take your hand and place it on your heart.2. Say the following words to
yourself: I acknowledge that I am not happy or as fulfilled as I could be with life currently
I acknowledge that the way I have been choosing to live my life has not been working as well as I
would like it to I am willing to try this method instead to teach me the skills and tools in need
to create my fulfilling, happy & abundant life. I commit to going all in until the very end
because i want a healthy and rich life enough to work for it I commit to setting aside
adequate regular time to truly digest and assimilate the information in this book I commit to
being present and attentive I commit to doing all exercises, tasks and taking notes I
commit to taking action because I know that this is transformational wisdom, and it can change
my life for the betterHow did you get here?Why did you decide to read this book? How did it find
its way to you? What called you to it or it to you? Why did you buy it? No one held a gun to your
head and told you to do it (at least I hope not). I assume you are not being paid to do it. And I’m
sure that there are many more pass-times you would much rather be filling your precious time
doing, but you are here for what I can only assume is an important and pressing matter. I may
not know you personally or may never even meet you in this lifetime, but I do know that the fact
you are reading this workbook, it is very likely that you are happy with part of if not your whole
life.Why is that? Very often we focus so greatly on career, love and maybe health, but we
completely ignore all the other areas of our lives. To live a truly fulfilling life, you need to give
equal attention and energy to the other 10 areas of your life. If this is not done, you are doomed
to live unfulfilling or unbalanced life as you are now. For example, you may have the beauty, body
and money but lack love, confidence, spiritual fulfillment, family, friends, culture, lifestyle,
knowledge, emotional wellbeing and even life vision. Now this is an unbalanced life if I have ever
seen one.A famous example of this type of unfulfilling life is Marilyn Monroe. Despite the fact that
she had money, fame, beauty, character and so much more, her emotional wellbeing was still
down the drain as well as other areas of her life. Other examples include Amy Winehouse, Robin
Williams, Princes Diana etc. As you can see, you are in great company though they don’t all
have similar tragic endings, living an unfulfilling life when you can (with the right tool) alchemize
a gorgeous, abundant and joyful life is the true tragedy.PART IIDay 2BodyYour body is one of the
most important aspects of your life. Its is foundational area of your life. It is more than just your
physical address here on earth, but also the medium and tool which you use do everything in
your life like set up your business, give your presentation, have sex, give birth, hug a loved one,



etc.This is why your health and fitness must always be a priority. Many of us struggle to manage
our health and fitness, without fully understanding the critical role it plays everywhere else in our
lives. Answer the following questions about your body and health. WHAT DO I BELIEVE IS
TRUE FOR ME AND OTHERS IN THIS AREA? AND WHY?Beliefs like aging is painfulBeliefs
like being healthy and fit is expensive and too hard WHAT IS MY HIGHEST VISION FOR
MYSELF IN THIS AREA?/ WHAT DO I WANT IN EACH AREA? AND WHY? WHAT DO I
NEED TO BELIEVE IN ORDER TO ATTAIN MY HIGHEST VISION IN THIS AREA? WHAT
DO I NEED TO DO TO GET IT?
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